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It's totally okay to watch — and enjoy — 50 Shades Freed. Yes, it's true that the books and films don't depict an accurate representation of BDSM, and Christian Grey kinda sucks, but such shortcomings can be forgiven if you digest the material with awareness of those issues. There's no denying that 50 Shades Freed
has some hot-as-hell sex scenes, and now there's a way to fulfill all the sexual fantasies the film left you with. The online sex toy shop Lovehoney paired up with 50 Shades to create the ultimate sex toy collection. The high-quality products hit all the right spots, from rope bondage to clitoral vibrators, to butt plugs perfect
for anal sex exploration. The films may not be perfect, but there's no denying that the world of 50 Shades helped normalize BDSM fantasies. It's almost as if the answer to the over-asked question, "Is 50 Shades of Grey problematic?" isn't black or white, but somewhere in the middle, in a shade of grey. Now, thanks to
Lovehoney, not only can you fantasize about BDSM, but you can get off by yourself or with a partner who respects you with beautifully designed sex toys in purple, gold, and black.February 17, 2018If you're looking for a vibrator as powerful as your darkest fantasies, look no further than this chic purple and gold wand
vibrator. The long handle makes this sex toy perfect to add to any position during penetrative sex. Have your partner hold it against your clit as they make love to you from behind.$150 (Shop now)Anal exploration can be intimidating, especially if you're a butt sex beginner. This small silicone butt plug is perfect to add to
foreplay as part of anal sex prep. Remember to use a water-based lube (silicone varieties can break down silicone) as the rectum isn't self-lubricating.$15 (Shop now)This exquisite silky bondage rope inspired by 50 Shades is a versatile way to explore bondage with your partner. Gently explore loosely tying together
wrists or ankles or pick up a book on the topic to really learn the ropes.$20 (Shop now)You don't have to drop Christian Grey-level dough to have the orgasm of your life. This small bullet vibrator is powerful, affordable, and small enough to take with you anywhere from your partner's apartment to a masquerade ball for a
high-class bathroom quickie.$12 (Shop now)Put the power of your orgasm in your partner's hands with this remote-controlled clitoral vibrator. The remote control works from a distance of ten meters away, so build up anticipation by having your partner begin foreplay from the next room.$100 (Shop now)It's a steel cock
ring that looks like a gold wedding band but is actually meant to be slipped around the shaft of the penis or the testicles, to enhance and prolong erection.$50 (Shop now)Rabbit vibrators are iconic for a reason — because they deliver iconic orgasms. Internal G-spot stimulation and external clitoral pleasure at the same
time? Yes, please.$110 (Shop now)Take your time with this rippled glass dildo. Glass works wonderfully for temperature play, so place this toy in a bath of warm water to heat it up or in your fridge (the groceries won't mind) to cool it down depending on your mood and the season.$45 (Shop now)Suction vibrators are all
the rage and 50 Shades and Lovehoney's version does not disappoint. Rather than drive you to orgasm with vibrations, such vibrators wrap around your clit and use air flow to recreate the sensation of oral sex. Place this on your clit during a romantic solo night in and imagine someone even sexier than Christian Grey
going down on you.$110 (Shop now)Keywords50 Shades of Greysex toysvibratordildoanal sexsexrelationships Mr. Grey will see you now—well, in June, that is. The third and final installment of Fifty Shades of Grey as Told by Christian—the spinoff series of the original trilogy, which follows Ana and Christian's love story
from the perspective of Mr. Grey (a.k.a. Christian)—will be dropping June 1, 2021. E.L. James, the British author responsible for the insanely successful series-turned-blockbuster-hit, shared the release date of the final installment to her Instagram over the weekend. "SAVE THE DATE!! Freed (Fifty Shades Freed as told
by Christian) will be with you in North America and the UK on June 1, 2021," she wrote. We see the couple finally tie the knot in Fifty Shades Freed, which means we're getting a second (!!) wedding in this new book—third if you're counting Dakota Johnson and Jamie Doran's portrayal of the nuptials during the movie
adaptation. James revealed that the book's release has been a long time coming. "This story has been a labor of love, one that my readers have been eagerly awaiting," she said in a press release on Sunday. "For me, just as for Anastasia Steele, Christian is a challenging, infuriating, and endlessly fascinating character.
Living in his head is exhausting, but I got to explore aspects of his life in Freed that we only glimpsed in the original trilogy, and to follow his emotional growth in response to Ana's love and compassion." The original Fifty Shades books were a huge hit, sitting atop The New York Times bestseller list for 133 consecutive
weeks, according to People—before the books were turned into a steamy, mega-successful film series starring Johnson and Doran! Freed: Fifty Shades Freed as Told by Christian is available for preorder now. Curious ladies and gents, the time is finally upon us: Fifty Shades of Grey is opening in theaters this weekend.
It's not just your average Saturday night at the movies either. This bad boy is hitting the big screen just before Valentine's Day, so it's not just a premiere, it's an event. The scintillating tale of a lusty "romance" between Anastasia Steele and Christian Grey has completely captivated everyone from your next door neighbor
with the weird dolls in the window to your trainer at the gym — in fact, there's no real "type" of Fifty Shades fan because everyone is talking about it. And, sorry snarky Tweeters of the world, the movie actually got solid reviews from critics, so we're all totally justified in our desire to go see it right this second.What's not to
be intrigued by? The plot literally follows a handsome — excuse me — inexplicably handsome fella, and a gorgeous woman engaging in the kind of stuff most of us are too embarrassed to ever open up about! It's about time we got our freak on, in a classy, socially acceptable way. This is a movie made for real people
with real fantasies who just want to have a sexy escape. And, really, is there any better treat on Valentine's Day than steamy escapism? (No, no there is not.)So, while you're battling the crowds this weekend for the seat with the best view — which I'm guessing is all of them — here are all of the people you're going to see
this weekend at Fifty Shades of Grey :The Drunk Group of BFFsThey'll probably interrupt the movie 15 times, but their commentary will probably be hilarious.The Bachelorette PartyLike the previous group, but with more "woo"-ing.The Embarrassed BoyfriendOh, they'll be there. In spades.The Confident, Secure
BoyfriendHey, he's probably going to have some pretty great sex afterwards. Kudos.The Person Clutching Their Copy of the BookI get it, you need something to control yourself with.The Poorly-Planned Mother/Daughter DateIf they're anything like Lorelai and Rory, they may resemble the aforementioned drunk group of
BFFs.The Guy Who Looks Like Jamie DornanNice try, bro.The Group of Single Dudes Who Are Going To Pick up ChicksYeah, everyone wants Christian Grey — sorry.The Grannies You Hope to Be SomedayThey're just as excited, if not more, and you find this incredibly inspiring.The Eye-Rolling FriendShe's only going
because she, "didn't want to be left out" and thinks the movie is just, "smut fluff." (Secretly she's loving every minute of it.)The Questionable LonerWHY ARE YOU HERE AND WHY ARE YOU WEARING A BASEBALL HAT?The Obsessed FanProbably wearing a Fifty Shades t-shirt with bondage straps over top of it. It's a
look...I guess?YourselfC'mon, you know you're gonna go. NO SHAME!Images: amandakstoneall; whatshouldberkcallme;venetiaaa;2009wasagoodyear; just-forget-the-last;taylormercedes;aymaniac;yourreactiongifs; itsbournemouthbetch; folderofgifs; folderofgifs;thecelebsworld; laughteroftheday/Tumblr It's almost
Valentine's Day, and you know what that means — it's time for another Fifty Shades of Grey movie to come out. Fifty Shades Freed hits theaters on Feb. 9, and it's the last of the series (at least for now). If you're feeling apprehensive, don't worry, because the Fifty Shades Freed soundtrack will make you feel confident
that this new movie will be as sexy and entertaining as you hope. Need more convincing? Just listen to the song "For You (Fifty Shades Freed)" by Rita Ora and Liam Payne."For You" is Fifty Shades Freed's (first assistant director: Michele Panelli-Venetis) lead single, and it has the perfect upbeat and sexy vibe to get
you pumped for another V-Day spent catching up with Ana and Christian. It definitely doesn't hurt that Payne sings things like "skin to skin, breathe me in," which you're encouraged to imagine he's singing to you. While Payne and Ora's duet perfectly sets the mood for the notoriously sexy movie, the rest of the songs
from Fifty Shades Freed's soundtrack includes songs by all of your favorite artists like Sia and Hailee Steinfeld. Oh yeah, and Jamie Dornan, as in the Jamie Dornan who plays Christian Grey in the Fifty Shades series. Um, what?As it turns out, Dornan has many talents aside from acting and seducing, as he can actually
sing, and he even once had a band called Sons of Jim. Since the soundtrack doesn't come out until Feb. 9, you won't be able to hear the actor's song just yet, but based on videos of Sons of Jim performing, rest assured that the dude really can sing. Dornan's track is listed on the soundtrack's track list as a bonus song
titled "Maybe I'm Amazed." That most likely will be a cover of Paul McCartney's classic, but we won't know for sure until the soundtrack finally comes out. As mentioned before, the Fifty Shades Freed tracklist includes other big names, and these ones are actually already known for their music. Steinfeld has a song with
BloodPop called "Capital Letters" and Julia Michaels sings two tunes, "Heaven" and "Are You." Other names on the track list include Jessie J, Miike Snow, Sia, and Ellie Goulding, who sings a new version of "Love Me Like You Do." It's a stacked list, and if it's anything like the Fifty Shades Darker soundtrack, it might
even come out on top of the charts.As you might remember, the Fifty Shades Darker soundtrack that arrived in February 2017 was a huge hit, and it included the song "I Don't Wanna Live Forever" which was nominated for a 2018 Grammy. According to Billboard, the second Fifty Shades movie's soundtrack debuted at
number one on the Billboard 200 last year. Some of the other songs from that chart-topping album were John Legend's "One Man Woman," Sia's "Helium," and Halsey's "Not Afraid Anymore." Say what you will about the movie, but the soundtrack was undeniably pretty fantastic.The upcoming final installment of the Fifty
Shades series promises to bring more drama than ever, which is saying a lot because the movies based on E.L. James' books get pretty wild. From sex dungeons to feuds with Christian Grey's past lovers, the first two Fifty Shades certainly had it all. In the new movie, Ana and Christian perform one of their riskiest acts
yet as a couple, when they get married and move to a fancy new mansion. Though it sounds pretty vanilla for a series boasting its darkness, Ana and Christian might just prove that "settling down" can be kind of unsettling to watch. And of course, always, the new movie will include plenty of risqué sex scenes, which is
the whole point, really.
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